PEOPLE AND PLACES – AT POPULAR PRICES

Wherein we offer a succulent selection of books celebrating the innovators and practitioners of medicine and science, and the institutions, societies and gatherings within which they have practised their crafts and communicated their findings.

ALL FIRST EDITIONS UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

TERMS: Prices are net and postage is extra at cost. Orders can be made by phone, e-mail or letter. Please make payment by cheque on receipt of invoice. Please return books within ten days if not entirely satisfied.

1. ABBOTT, Maude E., History of Medicine in the Province of Quebec. McGill University, Montreal, 1931, 97pp. modestly priced in view of missing front end paper and ink underlinings and writing in text. £4

2. ADAMI, Marie (together with contributions from others, his friends), J. George Adami: Vice-Chancellor of the University of Liverpool 1919-26, Sometime Strathcona Professor of Pathology, McGill University, Montreal – A Memoir. Constable 1930, 179pp. £7


4. ALCOCK, Thomas and WILMOT, John, Earl of Rochester, The Famous Pathologist or The Noble Mountebank (printed from the original manuscript and edited with an introduction and commentary by Vivian de Sola Pinto), Nottingham University Miscellany 1. Sisson and Parker for the University of Nottingham 1961, 42pp. pb. £15

   ex lib, embossed library stamp on marked dw and number on spine,
   front end paper loose.
   £5

7. ASHER, Richard (selected and introduced by Ruth Holland),
   A Sense of Asher – A New Miscellany. British Medical Association
   pb.
   £7

8. ASHTON, E.H. and HOLMES, R.L. (eds), Perspectives in Primate
   Biology (Proceedings of a Symposium held to mark the 75th birthday
   of Professor Lord Zuckerman). Academic Press for The Zoological
   dw, ex lib, label removal mark on front end paper.
   £10

9. ASHWELL, Margaret, McCance & Widdowson: A Scientific
   Partnership of 60 Years, 1933 to 1993: A commemorative volume
   prepared as a tribute to the 60-year scientific partnership
   between Robert Alexander McCance CBE, FRS and Elsie May Widdowson
   dw.
   £4

10. BARBER, Geoffrey, Country Doctor (The Essex Library).
    dw.
    £4

11. BARCLAY, Sarah, Jaymee: The Story of Child B. Viking 1996,
    174pp.
    dw slightly torn, signed by author.
    £4

12. BARNETT, Dame Henrietta, Matters That Matter. John Murray
    ex lib, library bound, label removal marks on inside front board
    and front end paper, library stamp on lower edge.
    £50

13. BARRINGER, Floyd S., Wartime Odyssey: A Sequel July 1944-
    pb, handwritten dedication by author and his wife.
    £15

    £8

15. BATES, Ralph S., Scientific Societies in the United States.
    Chapman & Hall (a publication of The Technology Press,
    Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 1945, 246pp.
    ex lib, library bound with library number on spine.
    £4

16. BATESON, Beatrice, William Bateson, FRS: Naturalist –
    His Essays and Addresses, together with a Short Account of His
    ex lib, embossed library stamp on front board, library number in
    pen at top of spine, spine dented, although intact,
    binding tight.
    £20

18. BENTON, Jill, Naomi Mitchison: A Biography – A Century of Experiment in Life and Letters. Pandora 1990, 192pp. dw. £4


21. BISHOP, W.J., Some Medical Bibliophiles and Their Libraries. tearsheets from Journal of the History of Medicine, Spring 1948. £4

22. BISHOP, W.J. (under the auspices of the Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences with the financial assistance of UNESCO), Bibliography of International Congresses of Medical Sciences. Blackwell Scientific 1958, 238pp. dw torn, owner’s name in pen at front. £9

23. BLOMFIELD, J., St. George’s 1733-1933. The Medici Society for St George’s Hospital 1933, 120pp. fore and lower edges untrimmed. £7


28. BOWER, FRS, F.O., Joseph Dalton Hooker (Pioneers of
Progress: Men of Science). SPCK 1919, 62pp. £16

29. BOYD ORR, Lord, As I Recall: The 1880’s to the 1960’s. Macgibbon and Kee 1966, 290pp. ex lib, dw slightly torn, spine sunned. £8


32. BROCKBANK, William, Portrait of a Hospital 1752-1948 – to Commemorate the Bi-Centenary of The Royal Infirmary, Manchester. William Heinemann 1952, 218pp. ex lib, dw a bit worn with library number in pen on front, library label removal marks on front inside board and front end paper, a few sellotape marks front and back. £6

33. BRODZKI, Józef (ed), Polish School of Medicine at the University of Edinburgh. Oliver and Boyd 1942, 62pp. £5

34. BROWN, Sanborn C., Benjamin Thompson, Count Rumford. MIT Press 1979, 361pp. some water staining. £5


38. CARLTON, William J., Timothe Bright: Doctor of Phisike – A Memoir of “The Father of Modern Shorthand”. Elliot Stock 1911, 205pp. a little shabby. £35

39. Synopsis of the Physiological Series in the Christ Church Museum. Arranged for the Use of Students after the Plan of the Hunterian Collection, and chiefly under the Divisions of the Hunterian Catalogue. Oxford University 1853, 42pp. dedication in pen at front, boards marked. £40


45. COOKE, Alec, My First 75 Years of Medicine. Royal College of Physicians 1994, 151pp. small fragment of newspaper firmly stuck to back end paper. £4

46. COOPER, David (ed), Chris Barnard – By Those Who Know Him. Vlaeberg, Cape Town, 1992, 362pp. pb, marked crease across front (card) cover. £10


51. COTTERELL, Anthony, R.A.M.C. Hutchinson, n/d, 116pp. £4

52. COUPLAND, Sir Reginald, Livingstone’s Last Journey. Collins 1945, 271pp. dw slightly torn. £4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher(s)</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Crichton-Browne, FRS, Sir James, What the Doctor Thought.</td>
<td>£8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>CROMPTON, R.E., Reminiscences. Constable 1928, 238pp.</td>
<td>£20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Da Costa, John Chalmers, Selections from The Papers and Speeches of John Chalmers Da Costa. W.B. Saunders 1931, 440pp.</td>
<td>£5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>DAVIS, Loyal, Surgeon Extraordinary: The Life of J.B. Murphy. George G. Harrap 1938, 287pp.</td>
<td>£4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>DOOLIN, William, Dublin’s Contribution to Medicine.</td>
<td>£3</td>
<td>tearsheets from the Journal of the History of Medicine, Summer 1947.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>DOUGLAS HUME, E., Béchamp or Pasteur?: A Lost Chapter in the History of Biology. C.W. Daniel 1932, first published 1923, 301pp.</td>
<td>£30</td>
<td>dw torn and marked, owner’s name in pen at front.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Downe House Scrap-Book 1907-1975. Downe House 1975, 83pp.</td>
<td>£7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>DOWSON, Walter, The Wellcome Physiological Research Laboratories (Founded 1894). Wellcome Physiological Research Laboratories 1901, 20pp. pamphlet.</td>
<td>£6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
68. **DUNS, J.**, Memoir of Sir James Y. Simpson, Bart. Edmonston and Douglas 1873, 544pp. rather shabby, one side of spine split externally, pages untrimmed. £30

69. **EINSTEIN, Albert**, Out of My Later Years. Thames and Hudson 1950, 282pp. ex lib, library bound, trace of label removal from inside front board. £15

70. **EISENSCHIML, Otto**, Without Fame: The Romance of a Profession. Herbert Jenkins, n/d, 288pp. dw torn, owner’s name in pen at front. £5


73. **EWING, FRS, Sir Alfred**, An Engineer’s Outlook (Books of Memoirs). Methuen 1933, 333pp. very rare dw, slightly chipped. £7

74. **FAIRLIE, Gerard and CAYLEY, Elizabeth**, The Life of a Genius: The First Official Life of Sir George Cayley, the Pioneer of Modern Aviation. Hodder and Stoughton 1965, 192pp. dw marked. £4

75. **FARROW, Stephen** (ed), The Public Health Challenge. Hutchinson in association with The Faculty of Community Medicine of The Royal Colleges of Physicians of the United Kingdom 1987, 160pp. dw. £4


80. FROST, Charlotte, Sir William Knighton: The Strange Career of a Regency Physician. Bright Pen, 172pp. pb, print on demand. £4


82. FUTCHER, Thomas B., A Study of the Cases of Amebic Dysentery Occurring at the Johns Hopkins Hospital. Reprinted from the Journal of the American Medical Association, 22 August 1903, 31pp. hard cover, pencilled signature of Edwin Clarke. £10

83. GABBIANI, Giulio (compiled and edited by), Reflections on Biologic Research (dedicated to Hans Selye on the occasion of his 60th birthday). Warren H. Green, Missouri, 1967, 244pp. dw torn and marked, contributors include Charles Best, René Dubos, Ulf von Euler, Werner Forssmann, Michael Heidelberger, Hans Krebs, Otto Warburg and Albert Szent-Györgyi. £8


85. GEDDES, Patrick, The Life and Work of Sir Jagadis C. Bose, FRS: An Indian Pioneer of Science. Longmans, Green 1920, 259pp. ex lib, label and sellotape removal mark on front board and spine. £9

86. GIBBON, Charles, The Life of George Combe, Author of “The Constitution of Man”, Volumes I and II. Macmillan 1878, 335pp and 404pp. price reduced considerably because edges of boards show signs of previous dampness and missing front end paper in Volume I. £15 for two volumes

87. GIBSON, George Alexander, Life of Sir William Tennant Gairdner KCB, MD, LLD, FRS (Regius Professor of Practice of Medicine in the University of Glasgow) – with a selection of papers on general and medical subjects. James Maclehose and Sons 1912, 817pp. front hinge cracked. £5

88. GIRTIN, Tom, Doctor With Two Aunts: A Biography of Peter Pindar. Hutchinson 1959, 271pp. dw price clipped. £8


91. GODLEE, Sir Rickman John, Lord Lister. Macmillan 1917, 676pp. a little shabby, 2012 is the centenary of Lister’s death. £12

92. GRAHAM, Harvey, Eternal Eve. William Heinemann Medical 1950, 699pp. £9


94. GRANT DUFF, Adrian (ed, Lord Avebury’s daughter), The Life-Work of Lord Avebury (Sir John Lubbock) 1834-1914. Comprising essays by various writers. Watts 1924, 261pp. ex lib. £15

95. GRAY, Ernest (edited and narrated by), Man Midwife: The Further Experiences of John Knyveton, M.D., Late Surgeon in the British Fleet During the Years 1763-1809. Robert Hale 1946, 211pp. dw slightly chipped. £10


97. GREENE, Graham (edited and with an Epilogue by), An Impossible Woman: The Memories of Dottoressa Moor of Capri. Bodley Head 1975, 205pp. dw. £5

98. GREY, Edwin, Cottage Life in a Hertfordshire Village. Fisher, Knight [1920s/30s], 253pp. ex lib, front hinge repaired, rather shabby with signs of label removal, boards worn with library number on spine. £6

99. GRIJNS, G., Prof Dr G. Grijns’ Researches on Vitamins 1900-1911 and His Thesis on the Physiology of the N. Opticus translated and Reedited by a Committee of Honour on Occasion of his 70th Birthday. Gorinchem, The Netherlands, 1935, 254pp. pb, slightly worn covers. £9

100. HALDANE, FRS, J.S., The Philosophy of a Biologist. Oxford University Press 1935, 155pp. £4

101. HAMILTON, Charles Stewart Parnell, East, West – A Irish Doctor’s Memories. Christopher Johnson 1955, 223pp. dw torn. £4


105. HASTINGS, Duke of Bedford, The Years of Transition. Andrew Dakers 1949, 340pp. dw torn, owner’s details in pen at front. £10

106. HATCHER, John (edited and with an Introduction by A.D. Farr), Founders of Medical Laboratory Science. Institute of Medical Laboratory Sciences 1978, 175pp. pb. £6


111. HILL, FRS, Sir Leonard, Philosophy of a Biologist. Edward Arnold 1930, 88pp. ex lib, label removal marks on inside front board and front end paper, no text on spine. £7


113. HOBSON, FRS, E.W., John Napier and the Invention of Logarithms, 1614: A Lecture. Cambridge University Press 1914, 48pp. ex lib, library bound with library number on spine, label removal marks on inside front board and front end paper. £6
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114. HOGBEN, Lancelot T., Alfred Russel Wallace: The Story of a Great Discoverer (Pioneers of Progress: Men of Science). SPCK 1918, 64pp. ex lib, sign of label removal from top of front board. £16

115. HOLMES, Major J.D.E., A Description of the Imperial Bacteriological Laboratory, Muktesar: Its Work and Products. Superintendent Government Printing, India, 1913. ex lib, multi library stamps on backs of plates, a little shabby. £16


117. HOLMES, Timothy, Sir Benjamin Collins Brodie (Masters of Medicine). T. Fisher Unwin 1898, 256pp. ex lib. £7

118. HOWARD, Cecil, Mary Kingsley. Hutchinson 1957, 231pp. dw slightly torn and marked. £4

119. HOWARD-JONES, Norman, A Critical Study of the Origins and Early Development of Hypodermic Medication. tearsheets from the Journal of the History of Medicine, Spring 1947. £4


121. HUNT, Agnes, Reminiscences. The Derwen Cripples Training College 1935, 137pp. priced in view of the book’s scruffy condition. £5


123. Huxley Memorial Lectures, Imperial College of Science and Technology, 1925-1932: Professor E.B. Poulton, FRS; Sir Peter Chalmers Mitchell, FRS; Professor G. Elliot Smith, FRS; Graham Wallas; Sir Arthur Smith Woodward, FRS; Aldous Huxley. Macmillan 1932. ex lib, label removal marks on inside front board and front end paper, library number on spine with small sign of sellotape removal, top of spine scuffed. £20


125. JAVERT, Carl T., James Platt White, A Pioneer in American Obstetrics and Gynecology. tearsheets from the Journal of the History of Medicine, Autumn 1948. £3

126. JOHNSON, Donald McI., A Doctor Reflects: Miracles and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher/Details</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>A History of St Catharine’s College - Once Catharine Hall Cambridge</td>
<td>JONES, W.H.S.</td>
<td>Cambridge University Press 1936, 414pp.</td>
<td>£7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>Polly and Freddie: The Autobiography</td>
<td>KEEBLE, Sir Frederick</td>
<td>William Heinemann 1936, 275p.</td>
<td>£4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131</td>
<td>Medical Research and Human Welfare: A Record of Personal Experiences</td>
<td>KEEN, William Williams</td>
<td>Houghton Mifflin, USA, 1917, 160pp.</td>
<td>£10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>Walter Reed and Yellow Fever</td>
<td>KELLY, Howard A.</td>
<td>McClure, Phillips &amp; Co, New York, 1907, new and revised edition, first published</td>
<td>£15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td>By-Ways of Cambridge History</td>
<td>KEYNES, Florence Ada</td>
<td>Cambridge University Press 1947, 158pp.</td>
<td>£4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>The Letters of William Blake</td>
<td>KEYNES, Geoffrey (ed)</td>
<td>Rupert Hart-Davis 1956, 261pp.</td>
<td>£8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>Issue of The Book Collector (Summer 1973) containing his paper entitled “A Footnote to Donne”.</td>
<td>KEYNES, Geoffrey</td>
<td></td>
<td>£5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>The Portraiture of William Harvey</td>
<td>KEYNES, Sir Geoffrey</td>
<td>Keynes Press/British Medical Association 1985, first published 1949, 51pp +32 portraits.</td>
<td>£8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137</td>
<td>Bahrain Through the Ages: The Archaeology</td>
<td>al KHALIFA, Shaikha Haya Ali and RICE, Michael (eds)</td>
<td>KPI 1986, 526pp.</td>
<td>£16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138</td>
<td>The Surgions Mate: Surgeon-general to the East India Company</td>
<td>KIRKUP, John</td>
<td>John Woodall (Facsimile of 1617 publication). See item 286.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

141. KURELLA, Hans (translated from the German by M. Eden Paul), Cesare Lombroso: A Modern Man of Science. Rebman 1911, 194pp. £26

142. LAING GORDON, H., Sir James Young Simpson and Chloroform (1811-1870) (Masters of Medicine). T. Fisher Unwin 1897, 233pp. ex lib, owners’ stamp and name in pen at front, boards slightly marked. £8

143. LAMBIE, Thomas A., A Doctor Without a Country. Fleming H. Revell 1939, 252pp. label removal mark on onside front cover. £9

144. LANE, Joan (medical commentary by Melvin Earles), John Hall and His Patients: The Medical Practice of Shakespeare’s Son-in-Law. Shakespeare Birthplace Trust 1996, 378pp. pb. £5

145. LANGDON-BROWN, Sir Walter, Thus We Are Men. Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner 1939 reprinted, first published 1938, 344pp. dw very slightly torn, owner’s details in pen at front. £7

146. LAYTON, T.B., Sir William Arbuthnot Lane, Bt.: An Enquiry into the Mind and Influence of a Surgeon. E. & S. Livingstone 1956, 128pp. dw slightly torn, spine sunned. £9

147. The Struggle for Supremacy - Being a Series of Chapters in the History of the Leblanc Alkali Industry in Great Britain. United Alkali Company 1907, 77pp. boards marked. £5

148. LEGROS, C.V. (Preface by J.H. Fabre), Fabre, Poet of Science. T. Fisher Unwin 1913, 352pp. ex lib, owners’ details in pen at front. £8

149. LE VAY, David, Scenes from Surgical Life. Peter Owen 1976, 200pp. dw. £9


152. LOCK, Stephen and WINDLE, Heather, Remembering Henry [Miller]. British Medical Association 1977, 166pp. pb. £4

153. London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine: Report of the Work of the School 1947-1948 (Fifty Years of Tropical Medicine 1899-1949. LSHTP 1949, 138pp. pb. £20


156. LYNCH, Patrick and VAIZEY, John, Guinness’s Brewery in the Irish Economy 1759-1876. Cambridge University Press 1960, 278pp. dw slightly torn and marked, price clipped, ex lib, library stamp on fore edge. £8


159. MACFARLANE, Gwyn, Howard Florey: The Making of a Great Scientist. Oxford University Press 1979, 396pp. dw, spine sunned, price clipped, owner’s name in pen at front. £5


161. MACGREGOR, Sir Alexander, Public Health in Glasgow 1905-1946 E. & S. Livingstone 1967, 175pp. dw torn, marked with sellotape removal mark. £15

162. MACKENZIE, Sir Morell, The Fatal Illness of Frederick the Noble. Sampson, Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington 1888, 246pp. a bit scruffy. £4


164. MALAN, Marais, In Quest of Health: The South African Institute for Medical Research 1912-1973. Lowry, Johannesburg,
dw price clipped, handwritten dedication on front end paper from 
tropical disease expert John Hull Grundy to 
Professor J. Baird. £4

166. MANTON, Jo, Elizabeth Garrett Anderson (Lives to Remember). 
ex lib, dw. £5

167. MAVOR, Ronald, Dr Mavor and Mr Bridie: Memories of James 
pb, inscription in pen at front. £4

168. McALPINE, C. Joan, The Lady of Claremont House – 
dw. £4

169. McLACHLAN, Gordon, A History of the Nuffield Provincial 
Hospitals Trust 1940-1990. NPHT 1992, 417pp. £6

170. McLOUGHLIN, George, A Short History of the First Liverpool 
Infirmary 1749-1824. Phillimore 1978, 116pp. £4

171. MILES, Wyndham D., A History of the National Library of 
Medicine: The Nation’s Treasury of Medical Knowledge. 
US Department of Health and Human Services, National Institutes 
of Health/National Library of Medicine, USA, 1985 reprinted, 
first published 1982, 531pp. £5

172. MITCHISON, Naomi, Small Talk… - Memories of an Edwardian 
Childhood. Bodley Head 1973, 132pp. dw. £4

173. MONRO, Thomas Kirkpatrick, The Physician – as Man of 
edition, first published 1933, 259pp. dw. £5

174. Dottoressa Moor of Capri. Impossible Woman by Graham Greene. 
See item 97. £9

dw torn, spine sunned, owner’s name in pen at front. £9

176. MORTON, FRS, R.A., The Biochemical Society: Its History and 
pb. £5

177. MÜNSTERER, Hanns Otto (translated from the German and 
introduced by Tom Kuhn and Karen J. Leeder), The Young Brecht. 
dw, Münsterer was a dermatologist. £5
dw.

front end paper contiguous with paste down has been removed (two blank white end papers follow, price reflects this), boards slightly marked. £10

dw slightly torn. £7

pb. £5

ex lib, Vol I of two volumes. £10

General Medical Council bookplate on front end paper. £14

dw, ex lib, library stamp on upper and lower page edges. £4


186. OLDFIELD, Sybil, Doers of the Word: British Women Humanitarians 1900-1950. Oldfield 2006, 304pp. pb. £4

owner’s name in pen at front. £4


189. PACKARD, Francis R., Guy Patin and the Medical Profession in
Paris in the XVIIth Century. Paul B. Hoeber, New York, 1925, reprinted, with additions, from Annals of Medical History (Volume IV, Nos 2, 3 and 4), December 1924, 334pp. limited edition, no 150. £15


191. PAGEL, Walter, Giordano Bruno: The Philosophy of Circles and the Circular Movement of the Blood. tearsheets from the Journal of the History of Medicine, Winter 1951. £3

192. PAGET, Stephen, Pasteur and After Pasteur (Medical History Manuals). Adam and Charles Black 1914, 152pp. "presentation copy" embossed stamp on front end paper with owner’s name in pen, spine scruffed. £5


194. PATERSOAN, Robert G., Antecedents of the National Tuberculosis Association (Historical Series No 2). National Tuberculosis Association, New York, 1945, 25pp. booklet. £6

195. PAYNE, Joseph Frank, History of The College Club of the Royal College of Physicians of London. Privately Printed 1909. ex lib, boards a little shabby. £35


197. PEEL RITCHIE, Robert, The Early Days of The Royall Colledge of Phisitians, Edinburgh - The Extended Oration of the Harveian Society, Edinburgh, delivered at the 114th Festival by the President, Robert Peel Ritchie. George P. Johnston 1899, 313pp. spine faded, boards slightly faded. £40


201. The Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain: Centenary
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Commemoration, 15 April 1941. Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain 1941, 84pp. £10


204. PINCHBECK, Ivy and HEWITT, Margaret, Children in English Society - Volume I: From Tudor Times to the Eighteenth Century; Volume II: From the Eighteenth Century to the Children Act 1948 (Studies in Social History). Routledge & Kegan Paul 1969 and 1973, 671pp. ex lib, dws, Vol I has label removal marks on base of spine. £14 for two volumes

205. PLYUSHCH, Leonid (with a contribution by Tatyana Plyushch, edited and translated from the Russian by Marco Carynnyk), History’s Carnival: A Dissident’s Autobiography. Collins and Harvill Press 1979, 429pp. dw, owner’s name in pen on title page. £5


207. PORTER, Ian A., Alexander Gordon, M.D. of Aberdeen 1752-1799 (Aberdeen University Studies No 139). Oliver and Boyd for the University of Aberdeen 1958, 92pp. dw torn, signed by author, owner’s details in pen at front. £8

208. POYNTER, F.N.L., John Chapman (1821-1894): Publisher, Physician, and Medical Reformer. tearsheets from the Journal of the History of Medicine, Winter 1950. £3


210. RAE, Isobel, The Strange Story of Dr James Barry: Army Surgeon, Inspector-General of Hospitals, Discovered on Death to be a Woman. Longmans, Green 1958, 124pp. dw torn, owner’s details in pen at front. £10
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213. RAYLEIGH, Lord, Lord Balfour in His Relation to Science. Cambridge University Press 1930, 46pp. ex lib, label removal marks on inside front cover and front end paper, faint library number on spine with sign of sellotape removal, boards marked. £6

214. Donald Darnley REID 1914-1977: A Memorial Volume from Colleagues and Friends. London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine Volume 1979, 88pp. owner’s details in pen at front. £5


216. RIDDELL, Lord, Dame Louisa Aldrich-Blake. Hodder and Stoughton [1926], 91pp. £6

217. RIEFF, Philip, Freud: The Mind of the Moralist. Victor Gollancz 1959, 397pp. dw slightly torn, ex lib, front hinge loose. £8


219. RODGER, Ella Hill Burton, Aberdeen Doctors at Home and Abroad: The Narrative of a Medical School. William Blackwood 1893, 355pp. boards marked. £9


221. ROLLESTON, Sir Humphry Davy, The Right Honourable Sir Thomas Clifford Allbutt, KCB: A Memoir. Macmillan 1929, 314pp. owner’s library plate at front. £8

222. ROSCOE, FRS, Sir Henry E., John Dalton and the Rise of Modern Chemistry (Century Science Series). Cassell 1895, 216pp. £21


224. ROTBLAT, J., Pugwash – The First Ten Years: History of the Conferences of Science and World Affairs. Heinemann Educational 1967, 244pp. dw, ex lib. £4

225. RUSSELL, K.F., The Anatomical Library of Dr Richard Mead
226. RYLE, John A., The Physician as Naturalist. Reprinted from Guy’s Hospital Reports, July 1931, pp 278-296. £4

227. Reports of the St Andrews Institute for Clinical Research, St Andrews, Fife, Vol II (Oxford Medical Publications). Humphrey Milford/Oxford University Press 1924, 190pp. includes two chapters by the Director, Sir James Mackenzie, spine slightly splitting, boards and spine slightly marked. £10


229. SANDWITH, Frieda, Surgeon Compassionate: The Story of Dr William Marsden - founder of the Royal Free and Royal Marsden Hospitals (by his great-granddaughter). Peter Davies 1960, 235pp. dw price clipped. £4

230. SARTON, George, The Strange Fame of Demetrio Canavari, Philosopher and Physician, Genoese Patrician (1559-1625). tearsheets from the Journal of the History of Medicine, July 1946. £4

231. SAUERBRUCH, Ferdinand (translated from the German by Fernand G. Renier and Anne Cliff), A Surgeon’s Life. Andre Deutsch 1953, 297pp. dw torn, owner’s name in pen at front. £9


233. SCHEIN, Moshe (ed), Aphorisms & Quotations for the Surgeon. tfm Publishing 2003, 276pp. £10

234. SEAGRAVE, Gordon S., Burma Surgeon. W.W. Norton 1943, 295pp. owner’s details in pen at front. £4


236. SELYE, Hans, From Dream to Discovery: On Being a Scientist. McGraw-Hill 1964, second printing, 419pp. dw marked. £5

237. SETON, Ernest Thompson, Trail of an Artist Naturalist. Hodder and Stoughton 1951, 320pp. owner’s details in pen at front. £4
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first of two front end papers has been removed. £7

dw price clipped, signed by author. £6

boards and spine faded, trace of label removal on front board. £5

ex lib, booklet with card covers, library stamp on front cover. £5

dw slightly torn, dedication in pen at front. £8

243. Refugee Scholars: Conversations with Tess Simpson (see item 47, R.M. Cooper ed.

pb. £6

245. SMITH, Anna and Michael, Dr Jane Walker and Her Hospital. Anna and Michael Smith [1999], 74pp.
dw, dedication from authors on title page. £30

dw, label removal mark on front end paper. £11

dw, dedication from author. £15

dw torn. £8

dw slightly torn. £4

250. South Africa and Science: A Handbook – Prepared under the auspices of the South African Association for the Advancement of Science for the Meeting of the British Association in Capetown and Johannesburg, South Africa, 1929 (General Editor, H.J. Crocker; Scientific Editor, J. McCrae). South African Association for the Advancement of Science 1929, 313pp.
251. STALLIBRASS, Alison, Being Me and Also Us: Lessons from the Peckham Experiment. Scottish Academic Press 1989, 275pp. pb, dedication from author at front. £6

252. STIMSON, Dorothy, Scientists and Amateurs: A History of the Royal Society. Sigma 1949, 270pp. ex lib, library bound with library number on spine, signs of label removal on inside front board and front end paper. £5


254. TEMPLE PATTERSON, A., The University of Southampton: A Centenary History of the Evolution and Development of the University of Southampton, 1862-1962. University of Southampton 1962, 245pp. dw price clipped, marked, owner’s name in pen at front. £4

255. THIN, Robert, College Portraits: Being Biographical Sketches on Portraits in the Hall of the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh. Oliver and Boyd 1927, privately printed, 133pp. boards and spine faded. £5

256. THOMPSON, FRS, W.R., Science and Common Sense: An Aristotelian Excursion. Longmans Green 1937, 234pp. ex lib, library bound with library number on spine. A rare book by a curious fellow. Thompson was a Lamarckian, commissioned to write an Introduction to the Everyman’s Library edition of The Origin of Species by an editor who did not know that Thompson was notoriously critical of Darwin. £36

257. THORNTON, John L., Jan Van Rymsdyk: Medical Artist of the Eighteenth Century. Oleander Press 1982, 111pp. dw, dedication from author. £4


259. TRENT, Josiah Charles, The London Years of Benjamin Waterhouse. tearsheets from the Journal of the History of Medicine & Allied Sciences, January 1946. £4

260. TRENT, Josiah Charles, Benjamin Waterhouse (1754-1846). tearsheets from the Journal of the History of Medicine, July 1946. £3
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dw chipped, little loss. £14

262. TURNBULL, H.W., The Great Mathematicians (The Great Scientists). Methuen 1929, 128pp. pen writing on front end paper. £4


264. URDANG, George, Pharmacopoeias as Witnesses of World History. tearsheets from the Journal of the History of Medicine & Allied Sciences, January 1946. £4


268. WALKER, Thomas Alfred, Peterhouse. W. Heffer 1935, 157pp. dw torn. £6

269. WALL, Cecil, The London Apothecaries, Their Society and Their Hall. Apothecaries Hall 1932, 28pp. £6

270. WALLIS, T.E., History of the School of Pharmacy, University of London. Pharmaceutical Press 1964, 165pp. dw slightly torn. £4


273. WATSON, Francis, Dawson of Penn. Chatto and Windus 1950, 344pp. boards marked, spine scuffed at top. £3

dw. £6

pb. £4

pb. £5

278. WHITE, William, Sir William Osler’s Literary Investigations. 
tearsheets from the Journal of the History of Medicine, Spring 1947. £3

279. WILLIAMS, FRS, Charles J.B., Memoirs of Life and Work. 
Smith, Elder 1884, 522pp. hinges loose, Williams was a pupil of Laennec. £30

280. WILLIAMS, Stephen W., American Medical Biography or Memoirs of Eminent Physicians: Embracing Principally Those who have Died Since the Publication of Dr Thacher’s Initial Work in 1828 on the Same Subject (The American Medical Biography of 1845). Milford House 1967, first published 1845, 664pp. £6

281. WILLIAMS-ELLIS, Amabel, H.M.S. Beagle in South America – adapted from the narratives of Charles Darwin and Capt. Fitz Roy (The World of Youth Series No 4. Watts 1930, 147pp. ex lib, library bound with library number on spine, signs of label removal on inside front board and front end paper. £4


283. WILSON, J. Walter, Virchow’s Contribution to the Cell Theory. 
tearsheets from the Journal of the History of Medicine, Spring 1947. £3


dw. £5

286. WOODALL, John, The Surgions Mate 1617: Surgeon-general to
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dw, book plate of Basil Helal with dedication from Kirkup to him. £35

dw torn. £6

288. The First Ten Years of the World Health Organization.
ex lib, boards slightly marked, library number in pen on spine. £15

ex lib, library bound with library stamp on spine, upper and lower page edges. £8

rare dw slightly torn. £20

ROEMER, Milton I., A Tribute to Henry Ernest Sigerist.
tearsheets from the Journal of the History of Medicine, Autumn 1947. £4

AND NOW, BY SPECIAL REQUEST:

NON-NON FICTION

Following our customers’ enthusiastic response to our last selection two years ago, herewith a collation of fictional writings – mostly medicine, some science, a little poetry, frissons of fantasy, some childish fancies, some real literature, some less good...

dw. £7

dw. £4

294. A Medical Medley: Student Verse 1921-1930. University of Birmingham Medical School 1930, 84pp. £8

295. Bibliographies of Modern Authors No. 1: Robert Bridges.
Leslie Chaundy 1921, 8pp. £8

296. Medical Tales from ‘Blackwood’. William Blackwood 1968,
297. BRETT YOUNG, Francis, Dr. Bradley Remembers. William Heinemann 1938, 745pp. a little foxing on page edges, and some marks on rear end paper and pastedown.


299. CLEWES, Dorothy, A Stranger in the Valley. George G. Harrap, 1948, 240pp. signed by author, “signed while under the influence of Julia’s gin”.


305. FIELDING, Gabriel (Dr Alan Gabriel Barnsley), New Queens for Old: A Novella and Nine Stories. Hutchinson 1972, 224pp. dw slightly torn.


307. GIBBS-SMITH, C.H., Operation Caroline. William Heinemann 1953, 206pp. dedication from author to Sir Campbell Stuart, whose library plate is on inside front board, water marks on front and back inside covers and end papers.
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dw torn, signed by author. £4

311. HAGGARD, William, Slow Burner. Cassell 1958, 192pp. dw slightly torn, price clipped. £8


313. HARDY, Paul E., Surgical Heights. Paul E. Hardy 2010, 206pp. pb, signed by author. £5

314. HILTON, James, The Story of Dr Wassell. Macmillan 1944, 121pp. dw torn. £4

315. LAPAGE, Geoffrey, Strange Holiday. Blackie n/d, 205pp. dw, the author was a distinguished parasitologist. £3

316. LEWIS, Sinclair, Martin Arrowsmith. Jonathan Cape 1925, 480pp. £5


318. LOW, Professor A.M., Adrift in the Stratosphere. Blackie n/d, 224pp. £4


322. MASON, Paule, The Dark Mirror. Collins 1967, 222pp. dw. £4

323. McCAFFERTY, Jeanne, Artist Unknown (featuring criminal psychologist Dr Mackenzie Griffin). Headline 1995, 183pp. dw, ex lib. £3

324. OLIVEIRA, Robin, My Name Is Mary Sutter. Penguin/Fig Tree 2010, 364pp. pb, uncorrected proof copy. £7

326. RICHARDS, Rosemary, Drug Trial. Piatkus 1987, 244pp. dw. £3
328. SCHNABEL, Ernst (translated from the German by J.J. Dunbar), Story for Icarus: Projects, Incidents, and Conclusions from the Life of D., Engineer. Harcourt, Brace, New York, 1961, 313pp. dw, owner’s details in pen at front. £4
329. SHERWIN, Judith Johnson, Uranium Poems (Yale Series of Younger Poets Vol 64). Yale University Press 1969, 60pp. pb. £4
330. SNOW, C.P., Corridors of Power. Macmillan 1964, 408pp. £4
331. STEVENSON, Robert Louis, Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde. Random House, New York, 1945, first trade edition, first published 1886, 162pp. facsimile sheet of author’s manuscript inserted at front. £5
332. TURPIN, Allan, The Little Medicine Bottle. Hamish Hamilton 1977, 182pp. dw. price clipped. £4
334. WHITE, James, Star Surgeon: The Fight to Save a Hospital in the Sky. Corgi Science Fiction 1967, 156pp. pb. £3
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